
S I L I C O N B R O N Z E

Patinas
Each design is offered in any of the nine patina finishes pictured above. The photos
give a close representation of the patinas; however the various elements of time,
touch and climate work together with the bronze to create a unique hue. Each
piece, then, distinctly reflects its surroundings.

LIGHT (BL) MEDIUM (BM) DARK (BD) RUST (BR) BRUSHED (BBB) LIGHT (WL) MEDIUM (WM) DARK (WD) BRUSHED (WBB)

Textures
New to the Designer Collection are these seven solid bronze motifs vary-
ing in style from a faux-bois wood grain to a symmetrical tufted pattern.
Patinas may be combined to create a unique look ranging from cool,
modern silvery tones to warm, deep brown earthy hues.

BASIC
Shown in white bronze,

brushed patina

BRANCH
Shown in white bronze,

light patina

FLOWER
Shown in silicon bronze,

medium patina

TIDE
Shown in white bronze,

dark patina

TUFT
Shown in silicon bronze,

dark patina

WEAVE
Shown in white bronze,

medium patina

WOOD
Shown in silicon bronze,

dark patina

W H I T E B R O N Z E
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We also offer a complete line of door hardware, accessories, lighting,
sinks, faucets, and more to complement this collection. Please contact
us for more detailed information or for a distributor near you.

Designer
textures

C O L L E C T I O N



E101/E101 with DB202
3 1/2” round escutcheons
Shown in entry dead bolt function
with the Tide Texture and the
L150 Bella lever all in white
bronze, light patina.

E103/E103 with DB202
3” x 3” escutcheons
Shown in entry dead bolt function
with the Basic Texture and the L307
Jane lever. The Basic Texture and
lever are silicon bronze, brushed
patina and the frame and dead bolt
are silicon bronze, medium patina.

G145/G146
3 1/2” x 33 7/8” escutcheons
Shown in thumblatch entry function with the
Tuft Texture and the G653 22 7/8” Olympus
grip all in silicon bronze, dark patina.

G130/G132
3 1/2” x 18” escutcheons
Shown in thumblatch entry function with the
Weave Texture and the G250 7 1/2” Civic grip.
The Weave Texture is in white bronze, medium
patina and the grip, frame and swing cover/turn
piece are white bronze, light patina.

G145/G146
3 1/2” x 33 7/8” escutcheons
Shown in push/pull function with the Branch Texture
and the G372 20” Provence grip. The Branch Texture
and swing cover/turn piece are silicon bronze,
medium patina and the frame and grip are
silicon bronze, brushed patina.

G135/G136
3 1/2” x 24” escutcheons
Shown in pull/pull function with the Tuft Texture
and the G280 12” Summit grip. The Tuft Texture
and swing cover/turn piece are white bronze,
light patina and the frame and grip are
white bronze, medium patina.

G130/G132
3 1/2” x 18” escutcheons
Shown in pull/pull function with the Weave Texture
and the G20010 11 1/8” Shift grip. The Weave Texture
is white bronze, dark patina and the frame, grip
and swing cover/turn piece are white bronze,
brushed patina.

E110/E110
3” x 8” escutcheons
Shown in passage spring latch function
with the Wood Texture and the K218
Elliptic knob. The Wood Texture is
silicon bronze, dark patina and the
frame and knob are silicon bronze,
light patina.

E110/E100 with DB202
3” x 8” escutcheons
Shown in entry dead bolt function
with the Tide Texture and the K203
Potato knob. The Tide Texture, knob
and dead bolt are white bronze,
dark patina and the frame is
white bronze, light patina.

E101/E101
3 1/2” round escutcheons
Shown in passage spring latch
function with the Basic Texture and
the L110 Classic lever. The Basic Texture
is white bronze, medium patina and
the frame and the lever are white
bronze, dark patina.
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E117/E116
3” x 10” escutcheons
Shown in privacy mortise bolt function
with the Basic Texture and L10010 Paris
lever. The Basic Texture and turn piece
are white bronze, brushed patina and
the frame and lever are silicon bronze,
light patina.

E103/E103 with IP214
3” x 3” escutcheons
Shown in privacy mortise bolt spring
latch function with the Flower Texture
and the L301 Strap lever all in silicon
bronze, light patina.
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Push/Pull Sets

Dummy, Passage, & Privacy Sets

DBB Door Bell Button
Shown with the E101 3 1/2” round
escutcheon and the Weave Texture.
The Weave Texture is silicon bronze,
dark patina and the frame is silicon
bronze, light patina.

DBB Door Bell Button
Shown with the E103 3” x 3” square
escutcheon and the Branch Texture
all in white bronze, light patina.

Home Accessories

HB Handrail Bracket
Shown with the E103 3” x 3” square
escutcheon and the Tuft Texture.
The Tuft Texture is silicon bronze,
brushed patina and the frame and
bracket are silicon bronze, light patina.

HB Handrail Bracket
Shown with the E101 3 1/2” round
escutcheon and the Tide Texture
all in silicon bronze, dark patina.

G135/G136
3 1/2” x 24” escutcheons
Shown in thumblatch entry function with the
Flower Texture and the G607 10” Sun Valley
grip all in silicon bronze, rust patina.

E118/E116
3” x 10” escutcheons
Shown in entry mortise lock function
with the Branch Texture and the
L101 Long Horn lever. The Branch
Texture and lever are white bronze,
medium patina and the frame
and swing cover/turn piece are
white bronze, dark patina.


